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ABSTRACT

Public education has both political, or social, and personal, or self-
improvement objectives; in addition it provides much of the moral quality
of a democratic society. Each function--personal, political, and moral-- has
special significance for continuing education. Adults continue their
education to update their job skills or to seek satisfaction in the use of
leisure time. Yet the less obvious relationship between continuing education
and the political and moral characteristics illuminates some of its
distinctive aspects. Its position outside the central concerns of most
schools has been both cause and effect of its special quality and contributions.
Its spirit of immediacy, directness, and relevance inspires a mode of
examination and questioning most essential in our mass society. The Continuing
Education Center for the Public Service at Syracuse University has been called
the "social conscience" of the University. The Center approach--concern for
real social problems, involvement of clientele and faculty, use of participatory
training methods, flexibility in time and place, and relevance--these factors
characterize program development at the Center for businessmen, government
officials, social planners, poor people, minorities, or any identifiable
group of adults.
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In a democratic society, popular education is necc3sary if people icc to .u..\e

the knot%ledge and sense to make wise political decisions. The same cAucatic.nal

process has borne th-3 obligation of preparing people to earn their livellhees.:,

to produce the goods of the society. Thus, public education has had and

still is considered to have both Foiiticalh social.,, and personal, self-

improvement objectives.

There is another fundamental characteristic of education in a democratic

society. It has a profound moral basis, and, in turn, provides much of the

moral quality of that society. Education is fundamentally concerned with the

cultivation of man's reason and a sense of responsibility in the use of reason.

It is the latter conviction and commitment which constitutes the moral character-

istic of education. Ideally, the educational process would produce adults

who were vitally concerned about others, about humanity in general, about

. social or public problems, about improving the lot of human-kind. The fact

that it doesn't is no denial of the idea or ideal. To deny the moral quality

or objective would imply a view of man as something less than humal, with all

of his doubts and longing and searching.

For those who work in that level of the syc,tem known as continuing

education, each of these functions--personal, political, and moral--has

special significance. Considering the nature of the clientele--adults--tbe

first seems fairly obvious. Adults continue their education beyond the years

of formal -,(hooling to upgrade' or update job skills, to pl(pur,. fur ;,t; or

expanded jail rc.Tousibilitie; or to seek some ,cn,( of -,:ti,f;,ctiou in the

use of more leisure time, or during longer, calker ILtiltL,L141
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are ,,l so aimed at personal needs and.fulfillment.

The si cial rLlatioishi',, of continuing education to the other to

characteristics--polit'cal and moral, which for the purposes of this discussion

can be considered to;ethLr--is not so obvious. Yet the connection, historical

and in terms of structure, -1111minates some of the most significant and dis-

tinctive aspects of continuing education.

Throughout its history as a formal part of the educational system,

continuing education has seemed to he particularly concerned with and responsive

to public issues, social conditions and problems, the general state of mankind.

In a perverse kind of way, the traditional status of continuing education as a

peripheral, academically not,quite-respectable form has helped to develop this

characteristic.

It can be argued that the marginal reputation of continuing education- -

its position outside the central or major concerns of most schools--has been

both cause and effect of the special quality and contributions of the field.

For many in the educational profession, part of the low esteem accorded con-

tinuing education has stemmed from this distinctness--the variety of methods,

unending range of content and objectives, flexibility in format, time and

place, the informality and lack of fixed structure and routine. To ;ortm,,,

the resultant educational activities have seemed to he somethin:, less than

academically respectable.

On the other hand, because continuing education Las been lttlil ldt r(.(1

somet:ling diffcient and relatively unimportant in m;.hy theic
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:lave often rt.,L1,.'d in the ,c,-..r.lte_ncss of their brand of iftt ion, e L.

rerdeJ as a lesser c,uality hy their colleagues in the ac-a.lemic

For of them see this situation as an impctus, a stru:tuial insHr-itie71

toward creating the kind of continuing education which is exciting and pionL,rinL.;,

the "cutting edge" of oduz,..tior.al innovation.

It is this condition, this situation which gives corlinuing educution the

potential for important contributions in the search for meaning in a mass

society. There are, of course, other factors which 2rovide the framol,ork 1%ithin

which continuing educators meet this challenge. They tend to encourage the

effectia,e application cf continuing education to the problems of man li%ing

in a mass society. The comparative affluence of more and more adults makes

their attention to life-long learning possible and encourages interests T.:it

related to vocation or profession. More and more doctors, dentists, engineers,

lawyers, teachers, and businessmen are studying art, literature, history, and

social problems. In spite of all the competing appeals for the use of lei,-:ure

time, more adults are continuing thc_r education, frequently in areas 1.hich

help to emphasize indi-iclualism and reduce the sense of mass-ness.

The impact of mass media, especially television, cannot be exaggerated as

it relates to continuing education. It inspires program concepts and T2roaches,

dramatizes and imparts immediacy and relevance to social issues and the coadition

of man; it prias the con,4cience of the c._tizen and v.hets the appetite for new

haovied;,e ard experience.

The rcvolutioaary proliferation of information, aidcd and ;d)ett(d ,o 11Q.h

by tele,.1,10n, encourd countle!-s adult,- to continue thf.!! faLt,

it has done a a h to iatiuduce profc:-sionals to the ;JL, o! h1 I
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orv:l c':1-t rlenoes hi c relate to values and to continuing eiaaliti,..s of

human life.

One of the seemingly illogical consequences of the 'nohledge expl'sion

is the sense of isolation and alienation felt by ..-any thoughtful adults. Thk.se

peeple frequently turn to some form of continuing education in search of

ing, relevance, a sense of unity, a sense of identity and value.

Lacking the constraints, ritual, anc regimen of more traditional levels

and forms of education, cont;nuin; _:ducation can be and sometimes is the seed

bed of democratic idealis-n, the bridge between individual self-interest and

social involvement. Continuing educators, especially in urban universities,

react directly to social stimuli. Kith one foot in the community and freed

from traditional academic restrictions, the continuing educator tries to

respond to the challenge of hhite racism, the alienation of youth, the rise

in street crimes, the plight of the hard-core unemployed, the fears of the

white working class, the irrational mess of our cities, and the constant search

for identity and a sense of value.

The most exciting educational experiences in America are those in hhich

busy adults are lifted out of the humdrum of daily preoccupations and foutinLs

and introduced to new ideas, challenges and perspectives. They attend se!.ii%ars

to study various facets of their own communities or national or iorld prohlms;

they learn ,tnout hays i n Lill ch they can coot t greater influi lice on I iv conduct

of public affair'; they and dicoss films or tcl(vHion pluluction:; cH,Itcd
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;dolts 1,ho exer-isc se":,: special re-Tonsibilit also tun:

continuing education for fresh insights, nel, approaches, broader

Law enforcer;ent officers spend a week or tho in seminars striving to

stand themselves,themselves, their 1,.ork and their relations DS to others, is well .1s

the most modern and eff:..:ient techniques of crime control. Administrat.,:rs

in many federal, state, and local agencies or deartments are enrolled in

special courses, frequently lasting a month or more, designed to broaden

perspectives beyond the specialty, demonstrate inter-relationships, exaT.ine

1,1:

new was of approaching problems, and keep informed on chan:ng concept-; or

methods in their field. Mayors and department heads in local governments are

more and more involved in conferences and institutes to discuss inter-gcL:n-::ental

relations, new dimensions and significance of local problems, and new technis

for solving problems.

The nature of the profession is congenial with the needs of the time.

Men and women who serve as continuing educators are more concerned about the

here and now, about the practical, the realistic, the impact on behavior.

There is a sense of urgency about continuing education seldom noticed in the

ranks of other levels of education. The proceedings of annual convention:.;

of continuing educators during the past fifty ycar,; provide impres:,ive (,%idimce

of this concern for making education effective -a practical iw,trumeut for

the improvement of hum,:n Hie and the social order.

ibis spirit of immedi%cy, dilecInt.,s, and rclevanc,, m,..1e, of

examination ,Ind quf,tivaing mu,:t a 1,1,L" uciciy. 111c baic

issues of the day as :.ell the dramatic happenin' 1,1 t 1,_come the
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fz?ctor has discussed in a recent symposium of Canadian cducatrs

visiting Syracuse. The point has made that much of the criticism currently

leveled against both ptfolic scheol ar_i collegiate :L:rricula could be

alle-,.lated by aplying some cf the concepts, format and mcthods used in

informal continuing education programs: focus on a recognized and sig:ificant

issue or problem, use of a hide mixture of resources and methods appropriate

for the purpose and group, involvement of "students" in planning and cona,ct

of learning experiences, emnhasis on widespread participation, democratic

procedures and congenial atmosphere, flexibility in timing and content to 1:e

covered, concern for practical and realistic outcomes or applications.

Not Fo many years ago, a newly appointed Chancellor of Syracuse University

was making a tour of various installations and operations comprising his

domain. After walking through the classrooms and offices of the Continuing

rducation Center for the Plfolic Service and talking with its staff, he

commented that probably Tome of the most exciting and worthwhile education

within the University of-eurr:.d at that Center. "lhe Chancellor's remarks

were somewhat broader and 1.,or academic in basis than an evaluation made a

fh year-, car] i er by a I pdper reporter \,ho had (.overt (I a fum,bter elf (. nt er

proprau, and had duhb,,d 1h totAl opir,:tion "tbe 1"1 cow4 ii IC(" of the

Uni%ei'ity
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A rataer typical rcc,...-nt example of this kind of :lrogram devel..):,-

inv(Ivcd the Cc,m:-..issicner of the jamesville Penitentiary, the Un(lersiff

of Ce,:nt:, a ;-
it..ssor of Social Work (formerly in Proba-.on

and staff of the Contir...ling !--ducation Center for the Public Servic.:

planning a complex training Program for correctional personnel at the

:oanty Jail institutions. Faculty members to teach in tne

met hith pri.on officials and toured the Penitentiary and Jail to achi....-e a

better "feel" for the needs of program participants. lo help guards anl

other personnel meet the changes and challenges of modern correctional :.erk,

new program ideas and methods will be developed and used in this tr:.1

This sane approach -- concern for real and direct social problems,

invol.:emcnt of clientele and faculty, use of participatory training methods,

in terms of time and place of training, and releliance of rro-

gramming to the needs and interests of the group--these factors charactlize

program development at the Continuing ,.,lucation Center for a great v,ifi(.ty

of groups, agencies, companies, aszocictions. They make real and eff_ctive

the "social conscience" d,,dication of continuing edu,:ation at Syracus,:

Univcrity. ERIC Clearinghouse
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